Solving an overdetermined system by the homotopy continuation method as proposed in [8] , a square system is constructed by using random linear combinations of all equations in (1). This reduction to a square system destroys the geometric structure and creates many excess solution paths to follow, which may lead to a considerable inefficiency of the algorithm since the solution sets of the new square system may properly contain the original ones.
In this paper, we present a different approach. Most importantly, we will represent each given plane Li We therefore deal with square systems throughout the process even when ki > 1 occurs and never have to undertake the disadvantages of solving overdetermined systems. Moreover, another important advantage of our approach is that the degree of each polynomial equation in (2) is always 2 while polynomial equations in the previous approaches in [3, 4] may reach quite higher degrees in many situations, which may severely affect the numerical stability when solutions of the systems are being solved.
The computational experiences of the resulting algorithm are listed at the end of the paper to illustrate the remarkable speed up of our method has achieved over the existing algorithm in [4] for a big variety of examples, and our algorithm is particularly valuable for general cases when ki > 1 appears.
While, in this paper, we only deal with given planes in general position, the input data of planes for applications may not be so general. An approach common to practitioners of homotopies to solve a given problem is to deform the solutions of the general problem to those of the special problem by applying cheater's homotopy [5] or coefficient-parameter polynomial continuation [6, 7] .
In [4] , new homotopies were presented to compute p-plane producing curves intersecting m-planes at prescribed interpolation points. A future project would be to investigate whether the improvements proposed in this paper also apply to those new homotopies developed in [4] . TABLE 4TABLE 8 
